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Social eating and eating solo
in the news
‘Real life Come Dine with Me is the next 'social eating revolution‘
BBQ in Brixton, lemon tart in Leamington? Breaking bread with
strangers is becoming a tasty feature of the sharing economy’
‘Eating

alone: there's no shame in a table for one. More
and more of us live on our own, so why should we feel
embarrassed about being the lone diner?’
‘Solo dining is a singular joy. Alone, you can eat what you want,
when you want, as fast as you want’

What is social eating?
• Commensality - the practice of eating with others
• ‘The founding fathers of the social sciences
recognized commensality as a major issue but
considered it mostly in a religious, sacrificial,
ritualistic context.’ (Fischler, 2011:528)
• Eating ‘out’, at home, at organised events, with
kin, friends, acquaintances, colleagues
• Social relationships (Simmel, 1997) and
constructing and maintaining sociality (Fischler,
2011)

The benefits of eating with others
• Improved diet and nutritional status
• Reduced perception of loneliness
• Reduced depression
• Increased well-being and life satisfaction
• Development of strong social networks
• Reduced mortality

Yet many older people rarely/never eat with others
- One third of those aged over 70 eat alone every day

Background
• If older adults want to eat with others, what
are the barriers and facilitators ?
• Do older adults want to eat with others?
• Research to date with older adults – focused
on nutritional aspects – malnutrition
• Ageing in place – dependent on social
connections, mobility and access to third
spaces

Social eating opportunities for older
people
An age-friendly city should
provide appropriate community
spaces for eating with others…

Practical barriers to access include:
• Cost and difficulties accessing
information
• Lack of suitable transport
• What about the psychosocial
barriers…?
Age friendly city figure from: WHO (2007).
Global age-friendly cities: a guide.

Our study
Q: What barriers and facilitators to community
social eating do older adults report?
Interviews/focus groups with 3 types of person
Older adults
who do
socially eat

Older adults
who do not
socially eat

20 female:12 male (aged 60 – 89 yrs)

People who
work with
older adults
2 female:2 male

Topic Guides
Eating
with
others…

“Terry is retired and lives
on his own in a flat. His
daughter
lives
in
London, and his son
lives in Cheshire but
with 2 children and
work, he is very busy.
Terry sees a poster in
the library about a
social eating group
that meets once a
week, and the poster
says that anyone is
welcome to attend…”

The need to feel individually welcome
“Sometimes if people … see a
poster and it says ‘All Welcome’, I
think, if people don’t get out much,
they truly don’t think that that
includes them”
“I think somebody knocking on my door and saying
come down on Thursday, like she [volunteer] did. She
said: ‘are you coming down on Thursday?’ So I did”
“I keep saying to the scheme managers, don’t just ask
the same ones, because some, they might never
come out of their flat. But … they might just that one
day think, ‘yeah.’”

Difficulties in going in alone
“It’s hard going
into a strange
group”

“it’s when you walk in a room
everybody turns round and looks at
you”

“The type of people that are on their own, they are
less likely to come along. What you are likely to get is a
couple of guys or girls who have seen the poster and
have gone oh shall we go, because they’ve got each
other”
“I think it would take a lot more nerve for a man than
a woman to walk into a group”

Getting there
• The importance of a personal invitation (knocking
on a door or a phone call)
‘I think somebody knocking on my door and saying come
down on Thursday, like she did [referring to coordinator, laughing] She said are you coming down on
Thursday so I did’ (male, FG4) (4)
‘There’s her at X (place name) yesterday, I said are you
coming there tomorrow and she said I don’t think I’m
allowed to go, I said you are and she said thanks for
inviting me but I don’t think so, so I said, nobody’s going
to stop you.’ (Female, FG4) (5)

Coming back
• Saving labour
‘I don’t even live here and I come for my breakfast every
morning, I mean it’s better than cooking it isn’t it, have
someone do it for you [laughing] I used to eat a very lot me I
used to eat two bacon every morning, sausage all that’
(female, FG4) (10)

• Atmosphere – customer service and atmosphere
‘it costs the same to go to a table to go and plonk the food
down as it does to go and place it down nicely and say
something to somebody’ (male, FG3) (11)
‘One thing I’ve noticed is the room, you have small round
tables and it has a café feel I wondered if that is something
that makes it feel relaxed’ (female, FG2) (12)

Coming back
• Social connections
‘And it was throwing it down, but I thought I’ll go in case
someone is there, you don’t know how many people are
there’ (female, FG1) 9(13)

• Food choice and quality
‘ Well when I went out at first I found it very hard but
I’ve found some places, the hospital is very good, we are
going to hospital tomorrow so they’ll treat me to a
meal, they do cabbage and cauliflower and potatoes and
it’s lovely, they say put as much as you want on’ (female,
FG4) (14)

Coming back
• Something else…. and eating
‘That tea coffee and biscuits, dancing and company
sounds great that now what’s put me off it says
speaker and much more – the speaker would put
me off, I’ve got to sit through that? No never’
(female, FG4) (15)
‘And H is bringing the sewing machine next week so
we’ll do things for people’ (female, FG2) (16)

The stigma of negative social identities
“I think they look a bit,
erm, old.”
“It sounds like something
that is for old people. I find
now as I am getting old,
society has put me into
another category.”
“Even if you are [lonely], do
you want to be around lots of
other lonely people?”

How can we get more men to attend lunch clubs?
“Tell them there’s a football match!”

The embarrassment of age-related
needs and difficulties
“I’m all for social eating but there is a time in your life
where … I’m not ready to wear a bib, you know, a
Tommie Tippee to catch the bits.”
“You can feel a bit embarrassed “She goes to a lunch
club and they always
… I know someone with
ask if you want a
Parkinson's and there was
small portion or a
literally peas flying all over the
table. And I’ve got a blind cousin large portion and she
gets embarrassed if
who can’t see what he’s eating
so he is certainly very conscious” she leaves any”
“And bits of food coming out of their mouths. Oh it’s
horrible.”

Communicate agerelated adaptation

Communicate positive
social identities

Balancing opposing forces

Barriers cannot be addressed in isolation from one another

Conclusions and Future Directions
• Strategies for addressing psychosocial barriers include:
– Invite people personally (and more than once).
– Provide named contacts; offer accompaniers; have
regular ‘new member’ dates.
– Target positive social identified in adverts.
– Be clear that age-related needs are catered for.
– Model positive and inclusive attitudes.
• Address barriers in a holistic way

• What about the role of gender?
• How effective are lunch clubs that address
psychosocial barriers?

And some final words
‘It could be a day off from your husband’
(female, Int4)
‘There’s one place I used to go to: Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in them temporary cooking
buildings in Piccadilly and it was delicious
Mediterranean for four pounds and I’d get off
the bus once a month on a Friday and I’d be
going dancing and I’d go and have my dinner
and it was lovely, it was beautiful’(male, FG4)
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